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1. Refer to the exhibit. A server has a service profile that is configured to boot over iSCSI. During boot, this message is displayed. What is the cause of this message?

![EFI Shell version 2.31 [4.654]
Current running mode 1.1.2
Device mapping table

blk0 : Removable BlockDevice - Alias (null)
PciRoot(0x0)/Pci(0x1,0x0)/Pci(0x0,0x0)/Ctrl(0x0)/Scsi(0x0,0x0)

Press ESC in 1 seconds to skip startup.nsh, any other key to continue.
Shell> ]

A. The local disk is not present.
B. RAID 0 is not configured on the local disk.
C. The remote disk is powered off.
D. The server has not configured the pWWN properly in the boot policy.

Answer: C

2. When using the Cisco UCS Manager GUI to troubleshoot a suspected bad memory, which logs contain data that are related to the faulty DIMM?
A. the System Event log and Faults log that are located under the Admin tab
B. the Events log and Faults log that are located under the Admin tab
C. the System Event log that is located under the Server tab in the Navigation panel and the Faults log that is located under the Admin tab
D. the System Event log that is located under the Equipment tab and the Faults log that is located under the Admin tab

Answer: D

3. Which is the cause of the disk being unavailable, during the installation of ESXi on a C-Series UCS server the logical 4TB disk for the installation client?
A. The logical drive was created using the Embedded Software Raid Controller
B. VMware requires the LSI Drivers to be installed first
C. The logical drive is in RAID0
D. The logical drive is not available as RAID has not completed building

Answer: A

4. Which of these does not have an FSM associated with it?
A. vCenter connection
B. service profile
C. server hardware
D. service profile templates

Answer: D
5. What is the default number of dynamic vNICs that is specified by the Cisco UCS Manager when creating a dynamic vNIC connection policy?

A. 54
B. 128
C. 256
D. 257

**Answer:** A